
Series summary: Detective/mystery series set in contemporary San Francisco. San Francisco Police Inspector Nash Bridges (Don Johnson) heads the elite Special Investigations Unit. He is partnered with Det. Joe Dominguez (Cheech Marin).

Revelations (11/7/1997)

Credits: director, Deran Sarafian; writers, Carlton Cuse, John Wirth.
Cast: Don Johnson, Jan-Michael Vincent.
Summary: Nash discovers that a man named Bobby Chase (Vincent) may be his brother who has been missing for 24 years since a helicopter he was piloting was shot down in Cambodia. Bobby, it turns out, is the missing brother. He deserted after being shot down, went into the heroine trade and started a family. When his wife and children were murdered by a French competitor, he followed the Frenchman to San Francisco to extract his revenge. Marquette, the French drug dealer, is trying to take a share of the U.S. market. After Bobby shoots down Marquette, he has a brief encounter with Nash in which he offers no apologies or explanations for his original disappearance. Vietnamese actress Kieu Chinh has a small part as a Chinese drug dealer who is being driven out of business by Marquette.

Skin trade (1/7/2000)

Credits: director, Greg Beeman; writer, Glen Mazzara.
Cast: Don Johnson, Cheech Marin, Tim Ransom.
Summary: Nash and Joe discover eight Vietnamese women chained to cots. Through a translator, they learn that the women lived in a commune on the Vietnamese-Chinese border before they were kidnapped and shipped to San Francisco. Nash learns the Frankie Dwyer (Ransom), with the help of a corrupt INS agent, is importing and selling the women.
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